Are you …?
• Founder of an early-stage startup (pre-seed to seed)
• Developing a scalable project in B2B software, DeepTech or EdTech area
• Looking for a $100’000 investment opportunity

What we offer:
• Access to a network of +9'000 science, education, business and tech experts
• Active learning provided by real doers to support the development of your business
• Access to investment opportunity from experienced investors up to $5M

Place: Remote or Constructor University, Bremen, Germany
Duration: 8 weeks

Success Stories from Our Programs

"This was the most transformative and impactful program for my entrepreneurial Journey!"
— Zain Samdani, winner of $100K in the Microsoft Imagine Cup

Why us?
› 100+ startups incubated
› 1000+ youth changemakers inspired
› Ranked 16th on Startup Radar
› 130+ countries represented

Learn more
✉️ synthesis@constructor.university

Our partners